
Advanced troubleshooting tips for Carrera Digital 132 cars 
 
If you find that your Carrera car is not working correctly and you've tried the 
basic troubleshooting we recommend here, then we've prepared this guide 
to trying a few more advanced things to solve the problem. If you're not 
comfortable with doing this yourself, we totally understand. Please contact 
us and we will do our best to arrange for replacement or repair from 
Carrera. Unfortunately, going back and forth between the manufacturer, 
Hot Slots and you takes time. If you just want to get racing, don't mind 
opening up your car and don't mind doing a little work with basic 
electronics, you can often isolate the problem and shorten the process 
considerably.  
 
Here's a list of tools you'll find useful to do everything we describe here. 
You don't need all of them, but they'll make your life easier. It's always 
good to gather everything you're going to use on a clean, flat, big surface 
like a kitchen table before you start working on your slot cars. And sit down! 
You're on your feet all day. This is supposed to be relaxing... supposed to 
be, anyway. :)  
 

• small screwdriver (the free pocket ones you sometimes get as 
marketing freebies usually do the job)  

• magnet to hold your screws (we use traction magnets because we've 
got them all over the place, but a refrigerator magnet should do the 
job)  

• magnifying glass  

• good hands-free light source (sun, overhead light, table lamp) 
◦Ideally, you could combine these last two. At Hot Slots, we have a 
magnifying stand with a built-in light bulb on our workbench that 
makes our lives much easier when we're working on our slot cars. 
We still don't have enough hands, but find ourselves wishing for four 
instead of six.  

 
First, let's take a look at the guts of a Carrera Digital 132 car. This how-to 
will use a 1/32 scale '67 Ford Mustang as an example, model number 
30450. Taking off the body is pretty straightforward. There are three screws 
that hold the body to the chassis, one behind each rear wheel and one in 
the front between the headlights. Other body styles put the screws in 
different places. You should be looking for between three and five screws 
out toward the edges of the car. Do not take off the screws toward the 



middle of the car that are holding the traction magnets in place. It'll just 
make for more little bits that you have to keep track of. Similarly, DON'T 
TAKE THE CAR COMPLETELY APART! You don't need to do so to do this 
troubleshooting and you'll just make your life unnecessarily difficult.  
 

 
 
This is what you'll see when you get the body off. As with all digital slot 
cars, there are seven main components that make the car go vroom. The 
power from the slot flows through the car in this order: brushes > microchip 
> motor (electricity is transformed to mechanical power here) > driveshaft > 
gear and pinion > rear axle > rear wheels. When you have a car that's dead 
as a doornail, you'll usually be looking at one of two culprits, the microchip 
or the motor. We're not going to get into the details of how microchips and 
motors work here. All we're looking to do is check your electrical 
connections.  
 
Let's look a little more closely at the picture. You can see here that the red 
and black wires come up from the brushes and connect to the microchip on 
the front left corner. There's your power input into the car. There are two 
easy things to check, the soldered connection and the plastic connector. 
Examine both closely and make sure they're making solid contact with no 
dirt or corrosion that could interfere with the transmission of electricity.  
 
If you find something wrong with the connection, take the car to your track 
and put it down in the slot. Try physically holding the wire down against the 



board or pressing the two halves of the plastic connector with one hand 
and see if you get any response. This will be a LOT easier to tell with cars 
that have headlights like this Mustang. If your problem is a loose 
connection and there's no fault in the microchip, then the power should 
transmit through to the headlights without any further action. If you have a 
car with no headlights, e.g. the Carrera Digital 132 F1 models, then do your 
normal programming steps: double-click your lane change button, pick the 
car up and put it down, and double-click the lane change button again. Hold 
the car's rear axle up off the track and press your plunger. If you've got 
power, the wheels will spin. Now you're trying to do three things with two 
hands here, so I'd advise you to hold the plunger and the rear end of the 
car in your dominant hand while you press the two ends of the various 
connections together with your off hand.  
 
If the red and black power input seems solid, then keep tracing back 
through the chain. Your next main component is the motor. It takes power 
from the purple and white wires that connect to the right rear corner of the 
microchip. Again, check your soldered connections on both the microchip 
side and the motor side, as well as the plastic connector using the above 
procedure.  
 
If all your electrical connections to the microchip and motor seem solid and 
you're still not in gear, then at this point, we would advise you to stop, put 
the car back together and contact us (Phone: 217-355-2277 or Email: 
info@hotslots132.com) and we'll go from there. Situations like this are why 
Carrera offers warranties. We will be happy to take care of the issue so we 
can get you up and running. You are our customer and we do our best to 
back up the products that we sell.  
 
We hope that this 'How To' has been helpful to you if you're running into 
problems and need a guide to the guts of your Carrera Digital 132 car. 
Please contact us at info@hotslots132.com or 217.355.2277 if we can be 
of assistance. Thanks for your business.  
 


